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S.A. Election Results Announced For Fall
ANDREA THORNTON
news editor
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The student body voted
Wednesday for the 2007-2008
Student Association offices. A
record 1,230 students turned
out at the polls, marking the
highest voter turnout in S.A.
election history.
Junior Charlie Walker, a
biochemistry and molecular
biology major from Decatur,
Ala ., won and will succeed
senior Travis Eslinger as S.A.
president.
"I said in my speech that
Harding students always respond; whether it's [service
or fundraising] ," Walker said;

"Harding students respond.
This turnout shows that. Part
of my campaign was to end
apathy (toward the S.A.J on
campus."
Eslinger said the increase in
voter turnout is significant.
''All the candidates had an
influence over the student
body (the turnout suggests],"
Eslinger said. "It shows that the
students support (Walker]. I
think he'll do a great job."
Junior Michael Wright said
he supported Walker because
Walker had a clear vision for
the S.A.
' "I talked to Charlie and he
said he wanted to revamp the
S.A., making it more like a

government, in order to improve
communication between the
students and the administration," Wright said.
·
Walker said the S.A. has
been overworked in the past,
responsible for campus spiritual
life, campus activities, etc., and
has been unable to function
as a representative bodr to the
degree that Walker sees fit.
"I want to make the S.A.
into an S.G.A., student government association," Walker
said. "We want to make this
an organization of action. We
want to establish legitimacy as
a voice for the student body,
and I think the students are
ready for that."

Walker
said he intends "to act
as a liason
to the administration,
approaching
them with
student complaints and
requests. He
cited cafeteria policies as one
area students overwhelmingly
grapple with. However, he
sai.d he realizes the difficulty
involved in getting those
changed.
"These aren't promises,"
Walker said. "They are visions.
If we do nothing else but end

Fire Station Nearing Completio

an apathetic attitude toward
the S.A., that is a success."
Walker said he wanted to
emphasize the importance of
teamwork.
"My ideas can only take place
if we work together," Walker
said. "I want to acknowledge
that all this requires other
people. It's not about getting
behind ' Charlie,' but t he
movement, and that is what
I'm asking people to do.
" We want to bring out
the power of the potential
of this university. In chapel .
everyday I'm surrounded by
4,000 of the greatest people
on earth. The S.A. can bring
that potential out."

MADD
Dash To
Be Held
Saturday
ASHTON REELY

assistant news editor

•

photos by CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison
I

Recent construction of the Searcy Fire Department, located at 501 W. Beebe-Capps Expy., is scheduled to be completed May 7. The $2.3 million, 18,000-square-foot facility
will include state-of-the-art technology, drive-through bays for fire trucks and more offices and living quarters. Below, Sam Mezo lays tile as part of the updated look of the building.

Updates Include Advanced Training Capabilities, More Safety For Firefighters
MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor

.

The rebuilding of the Searcy
Fire Department is scheduled to
be completed May 7, recovered
and updated since a January
2005 fire.
The project by Dayco General Contractors of Damascus,
Ark., and architecture firm
Jackson Brown King of Little
Rock costs approximately
$2.3 million.
Ground was broken for the
rebuilding April 5, 2006. The
site is located three blocks from
the previous fire station at 501
W Beebe-Capps Expy.
A one-cent sales tax was
implemented to help fund the
construction, effective from
Oct. 1, 2005 to June 30, 2006.
From the tax the city raised

approximately $3.8 million.
Money not used for the fire
station will go into the city's
reserve.
Capt. Eddie Hollis of the
Searcy Fire Department said
the tax increase made the
construction possible.
"The citizens really stepped
up to the plate," Hollis said.
"The tax is off now, and thanks
to the graciousness of the
citizens of Searcy voting that.
In that, we were able to build
a new fire station."
The original fire department, built in 1939 with additions made in 1957 and the
late 1980s, was about 3,000
square feet. The new building is approximately 18,000
square feet, is now one story
and does not share the facility
with any other agency.

"The citizens really stepped
up to the plate. The tax is
off now, and thanks to the
graciousness of the citizens
of Searcy voting that in that
we were able tO build a new
firestation."

CAPT. EDDIE HOLLIS
searcy fire deportment
Hollis said new features
include a state-of-the-an training room with classroom space;
volunteer firefighters from rural
fire departments will also be able
to use the facility. A library will
house training and equipment
manuals. More office space and
individual living quarters will be
provided; living quaners previously consisted of one room.
see FIRE STATION page 3A

The local chapter of Mothers Against Drunk Driving is
sponsoring the 24th ann ual
MADD Dash on Saturday at the
Carmichael Community Center.
The organiz.ation will be holding
three races simultaneously.
The Harry Miller 10,000 is
a lOK course. On this course,
runners will face challenging hills
during the first 3.5 miles of the
race before it levels off for the
second half of the course.
The Paul and Sherry Pollard
SK Run is a 3.1 mile course
through flat countryside.
For those who want to participate but would rather walk,
there is the Bill and Vivian Wallace
1/2 Mile Fun Run/Walk, which
begins immediately following
the other races.
Dr. Paul Pollard, professor
ofBible and Greek, has worked
with the event for 24 years; 18
of those years he served as its
director. ].D. Yingling, associate
professor of kinesiology, took
the position in .2002. Because
Yingling is teaching in Harding's
overseas program in Florence
this semester, Pollard said he is
in charge of this year's race.
Pollard said the event was
put in place after Harry Miller,
a Harding graduate, was killed
by a drunk driver in 1980.
While director of the Parks and
Recreation department, he laid
out a lOKrun called the "Skyline
Scamper," a course that closely
resembles the present lOKnamed
in his honor.
After Miller's death, local
individuals formed Motorists
Against Drunk Driving, but later
joined forces in 1982 with the
nationally-recognized MADD
organization.
see MADD DASH page 3A

Harding To Construct Center For Health Sciences
HEATHER BROWNING
editor in chief
Harding University recently
announced its plans for construction of a new Center for Health
Sciences that will house the new
College of Pharmacy as well as
the three-year-old Physician's
Assistant Program. Members of
the Board of Trustees granted
approval for the building in
January 2007.
Construction of rhe
$7.7 million building, which
was designed by architect Mike
Steelman, is scheduled to begin
in June. The 38,000-square-foot

building will be located on Park
Avenue across from Shores
Hall and west of the Donald
W Reynolds Center for Music
and Communication. President
David Burks said he hopes the
two programs will be able to
begin using the new facility
by Fall 2008.
The facilities will be equipped
with three large classrooms, a
compounding/clinical skills
laboratory, three small classrooms, a student library/student
organization room and a clinical
skills center equipped with 10
video-enabled examination
rooms. Dr. Julie Hixon-Wallace,

dean ofthe College ofPharmacy,
said all the student-oriented
space will be shared between
the two programs. Research
laboratories on the second
floor of the building are being
designed more specifically for
use by the pharmacy faculty.
Dr. Mike Murphy, director
of the PA. program, said many
of the current PA. students will
not have the opportunity to use
the new facilities, but are excited
the program is growing.
Hixon-Wallace said the
Center for Health Services will
be a great benefit to students.
Hixon-Wallace and Murphy

were able to participate in the
planning of the building to
ensure the facility meets the
needs of the two programs.
"I believe students will be very
pleased with the space available
(in the Center for Health Sciences]," Hixon-Wallace said.
"Since this will be a new facility,
we have been able to customize
it to the needs of the College
of Pharmacy in cooperation
with the Physician's Assistant
program. I believe the students
will truly enjoy the interprofessional interaction the building
will help to facilitate."
Other medical programs

Rendering Courtsey of the Office of the President

offered at Harding will be able
to use some of the resources
that will be available in the
center. Murphy said the clinical
skills laboratory, which will be

located on the first floor of the
building, will lend itself to other
programs, such as the nursing
program.
see HEALTH SCIENCES page 4A
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Music VolumeAffects Hearing

I

BECKIE WEAVER

t's spring. Look around
and you can see trees,
flowers and ears budding all over the Harding campus. Yes,
hundreds and maybe even
thousands of ears on the thing on campus. From a list
HU campus are sporting of popular items and activibuds. These buds, attached ties students W€re asked to
to portable listening devices, note which were considered
are visible in the cafeteria, in "in" at the current time. iPthe student center, in class, ods received a rating of 73
in between classes, in the percent as compared to othlibrary and even in chapel. er categories like text mesHarding students are tuned saging, consuming alcohol,
in, plugged in and ruining downloading music or even
their hearing.
Facebook, the second most
In July 2006, the Ameri- popular (7 1 percent). A surcan Speech-Language-Hear- vey of the first-year students
ing Association released the at the University of Virginia
results of a research study found that 67 percent of the
that
indicated
students own an
individuals who If a passerby can iPod and may be
used earbuds at a
hear the music
listening to them
loud volume are leaking from your up to 2. 5 hours a
damaging the very earbuds, it is too day.
delicate inner ear.
loud.
There are posiThis damage is
tive aspects to the
irreversible
and
proliferation of iPleads to loss of hearing.
ods on the academic scene.
Recently, a communica- Many professors are using
tion sciences and disorders the podcast format to supclass, COMD 401 , Speech ply supplemental material
and Hearing Science, con- to students. Dorm residents
ducted a survey of earbud can use them to mask out
use on the Harding campus. the noise from the halls.
Our unscientific, simple
Individuals use them as
observations revealed that motivation while exercising.
101 out of 1,354 individu- However, at all times the
als were wearing earbuds volume should be at an apbetween classes. Of this propriate level. If a passerby
number it was noted that can hear the music leaking
one was a faculty member, from your earbuds, it is too
one person was talking on a loud. Turn the volume down.
cell phone with one ear and Please don't damage your
wearing an ear bud in the hearing because it cannot be
other, several students were regained. May is recognized
talking to other students as Better H earing and Speech
while keeping both ear buds month by the national media.
in place and one student I want to ask you all to turn
was walking with ear buds the volume down. Ifyou hear
dangling around the neck music leaking from someone
with the volume turned up else's earbuds, ask him or her
so loud that people 40 feet to turn it down - not beaway could hear the music.
cause you are being nosy but
Now, H arding is really not because you care about probad if you look at other col- tecting his or her hearing.
lege campuses. A survey conducted by the Student Mon- BECKIE WEAVER is a professor of
itor in Ridgewood, N .J., communication and can be
reports that college students contacted at bweaver@harding.
list iPods as the most "in" edu.
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IN &OUT: NEWS TO KNOW
Former Russian President Dies At Age 7 6
Former Russian President Boris Yeltsin died of heart
failure April 23.
Former U.S. presidents George H.W. Bush and Bill
Clinton and former British Prime
Minister John Major joined
foreign dignitaries at a church
service and funeral procession in
Moscow to pay their respects to
Yeltsin.
Before the burial, more than
20,000 people entered the golddomed cathedral to view Yeltsin's
body.
Yeltsin pulled the country
out from the Soviet Union and
YELTSIN pushed it into a democracy,
attempting to inject pluralism
and vigor to Russia after decades
of Communist repression.
Many mourners said they admired Yeltsin for breaking
the grip of monolithic Communism but said they feared
his successor, Vladimir Putin, would reverse the process.
At a reception after the burial, however, Putin said he
promised to pursue his predecessor's goals.
"H e sincerely tried to do everything to make the lives
of millions of Russians better," Putin said. "We will move
toward these goals."

Undersea Project To Link Alaska, Russia

.AJ)ril . 30 .; Moy 4 Dead Week
.
,May 3 "Notional Doy of Prayer

t

WEEKLY WINDOW

. '!',

Entrepreneurs and engineers for more than a century
have wanted to build a tunnel connecting the eastern and
western hemispheres under the Bering Strait. 1be project
has been brought up short in the past by war, revolution
and politics.
A $65 billion highway project that would link two of the
world's most inhospitable regions has been proposed, and it
would connect the two under a stretch of water connecting
the Pacific Ocean with the Arctic Ocean.
The proposed 68-mile tunnel would be the longest in
the world, su rpassing the current Chunnel linking Britain
and France that is 30 miles long.
Lobbyists claimed the project would turn a profit
after 30 years. The workers would also build oil and gas
pipelines and lay electricity and fib er-optic cables. Trains
could transport cargos at up to 60 mph 260 feet beneath
the seabed .

Though they have not directly seen the planet, which
orbits a red dwarf star called
Gliese 581, measurements of
the star suggest that a planet
no~ much larger than the
Earth is pulling on it.
"This one is the first one that
is at the same time probably
rocky, with water, and in a
zone close to the star where
the water could exist in liquid
form," said Stephane Udry,
who led the study.
Of the 200 or so planets
that have been spotted outside
J
this solar system, most have been gas giants like Jupiter
- but this one is small.
Because of its temperature and relative proximity, this
planet will probably be an important target of future space • '
missions. These future missions, which will happen in
perhaps 20-30 years, may be able to block the light from
the star and take a spectrographic image of the planets. The
color of the light coming from the planet can give hints
of whether water, or perhaps large amounts of plant life,
exists there.

Queen To Pay Tribute To Va. Tech Victims
To celebrate the 400th anniversary of Jamestown, the
first permanent English settlement
in America, Queen Elizabeth is
t raveling to the United States next
week, Buckingham Palace said
Tuesday.
While there, she will also
pay tribute to the victims of the
Virginia Tech shootings. Though it
is no t clear what sort of ceremony
will be held, a trip to the campus
in Blacksburg, Va., was ruled out,
a spokeswoman said on condition
ELIZABETH II
of anonymity in line with royal
rules.
H er journey to the United
States marks her fifth visit in 50 years .

Student-Loan Regulatfon Panel Formed

Education Secretary M argaret Spellings announced the
creation of a task force to create new regulations for the
student-loan industry, which brings in $85 billion a year.
Scientists Find Earth-Like Planet
The regulations are expected to be final by Nov. 1 and will
potential kickbacks from lenders to universities,
address
European astronomers have found what is possibly the
·
school
policies
that steer students toward specific lending
most Earth-like planet yet outside our solar system, with
temperatures that could support water and potentially companies and the security of confidential student
information within national databases.
life.

•
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Schools Avoid

School Of Nursing

Sensitive Topics
LESLIE GILES
student reporter

•

JEFF MONTGOMERY/Public Relations

Dr. Cheryl Lee, assistant professor of nursing, and junior nursing student Jessica Cunningham review paperwork at White County Medical
Center on Tuesday. Nursing students gain clinical experience by working at area hospitals.

Billboards 'From Satan' Cause Controversy
newspaper in Laurel.
But the people responsible
for the billboard have said that
The CedarCreek Church has the word '.'sucks" does not have
been creating controversy in the same connotation it used
Laurel, Ohio with its series of"mes- to have, and it is now more of
a neutral term.
sage from Satan" billboards.
"Some people are more upset
In an advertising campaign,
CedarCreek put up billboards with using the word 'sucks' than
with phrases like "I was robbed at they are that their fuends are dying
CedarCreek'' and "Boycott Ce- and going to hell," Lee Powell,
darCreek," all signed by "Satan." the minister at CedarCreek, said.
The controversy, however, stems "And that upsets me."
Students at Harding expressed.
fiom a two-sided billboard that
says "Jesus Saves" on one side and views on both sides ofthe issue.
Some said while the word has
"Satan Sucks" on the other.
Many Christians from the become more acceptable to use
area who drive past the billboard around peers in everyday conhave complained about the lan- versation, it is still inappropriate
guage used on it, saying "sucks" to be used in advertising or in
carries a sexual connotation that connection with the church, yet
is completely inappropriate for others thought it was fine to use
in an advertising campaign.
the church to use.
"Today, while it does not
"Everyone that I have encountered who claims the name have the same sexual reference,
of Christ has been appalled at it stil~ is not the type of word
this outrageously wicked and that needs to be said in public,"
unholy display of 'witn essing'," sophomore Michael Crouch said.
resident Tyler Powell said in "It is especially irresponsible for a
a letter to the editor of the church to be putting it in public
Leade r-C all , a commun ity like that. It isn't a 'bad word,' but
JEREMY WATSON
student reporter

•

•

"Some people are more upset
with using the word 'sucks'
than they are that their friends
are dying and going to hell."

LEE POWELL
minister at CedarCreek

that doesn't mean it needs to be
said or printed on a billboard in
size 1000 font."
However, sophomore Drew
Spickes said he feels differently.
"It's a word you could
naturally use around your
friends to express disgust about
a subject without giving an
added connotation to what you
were expressing disgust about,
but it isn't a word you would
use around your elders unless
you were feeling particularly
emotional about the subject,"
Spickes said. "I believe the
word is perfectly appropriate
for the advertising campaign
of the church because it is
allowing them to reach out
and attract the younger and

edgier crowd. The way our
younger generation uses the
word 'sucks', it just means that
we think somethitig is of low
quality, and it does not convey
any sexual connotation."
While students may find the
word acceptable, it is harder for
older generations to divorce
it from its original meaning.
Professor of political science
Mark Elrod said when he was
in high school and college the
word the invariably referred
to oral sex.
"The expression has changed,"
Elrod said. "Even I don't think
of it much in its original
context much any m ore but it
still offends me in most cases.
I would guess that's true of
most people my age. However,
in this case, the words come
. from Satan, not the church,
and it certainly sounds like
something he would say. I
think this campaign is clever,
but I certainly see how it would
offend many Christians, say
40 and younger, in some parts
of the country."

MADD DASH: Funds Fight Dru nk Driving Locally
CONTINUED from page 1

~

MADD buys video cameras
"Our chapter is the oldest to aid in getting convictions,
chapter in Arkansas and one of portable breath detectors and
the oldest in the nation," Pollard other equipment that help police
said. "We are a totally grassroots catch offenders. The group also
organization and all ofthe money purchases materials to hand out
raised stays in our local area to at local events to publicize the
fight drunk driving."
organization's purpose.
Pollard said the organization
Senior Amanda Raibley and
has used its funds to update a few other members from her
and provide eq ui pment for marketing dynamics class have
local law enforcement groups. chosen to get involved with the

marketing aspect of the race.
"Our group has been working
for several weeks with Paul Pollard, giving him marketing ideas
to freshen up this program that
has been going on for 24 years,"
Raibley said. "Our group all felt
that this was an important cause
and have really enjoyed working
togethertomakethisraceknown
on H arding's campus."
Pollard said the weather out-

Some schools no lo nger
teach about controversial topics, a recent study in the United
Kingdom found.
In the study, funded by the
Department for Education and
Skills, the Historical Association
researched teachers' responses to
sensitive issues in history. This
project, called Teaching Emotive and Controversial History,
includes students from ages
three to 19.
The group reported earlier
this month that some history
teachers avoid topics because
they do not want to offend
students from certain races or
religions. The teachers feared
confronting anti-Semitism and
Holocaust denial from some
Muslim students. The Crusades
have also been avoided for fear
of contradicting what is taught
in some local mosques.
"Teachers and schools avoid
emotive and controversial history
for a variety of reasons, some of
which are well-intentioned,'' the
History Association report said.
"Staffmay wish to avoid causing
offense or appearing insensitive
to individuals or groups in their
classes.
"In particular settings, teachers of history are unwilling to
challenge highly contentio.us
or charged versions of history
in which pupils are steeped at
home, in their community or
in a place of worship."
Mike Wood, associate professor of education, said teachers
should not intentionally avoid
discussing certain topics.
''As a professional, you need
to teach what has happened,"
Wood said. "You're shortchanging your kids' knowledge about
what has happened from the
beginning until now if you
don't tell about it."
Wood said he is careful to
dis.t inguish between opinion
and fact.
"Parents have a responsibility
to teach their children, and they
are welcome to have a differing
opinion," Wood said.

However, Wood said students
need to be knowledgeable about
the past and events like the Holocaust, even when the lessons
are tragic.
"It happened," Wood said. "It
wasn't any good, and we need
to know about it so it doesn't
happen again."
Dr. Mark Elrod, professor
of political science, said the
community should not decide
which history lessons are taught
and which are avoided.
"History should not be written
by public opinion,'' Elrod said.
"Just because something isn't
nice doesn't mean we shouldn't
talk about it."
Elrodsaidignotingconrroversial
topics helps perpetuate myths,
lies and misunderstandings
about history.
"I can't think of anything
worse in the world than saying, Tm going to avoid a
topic in class because it may
be controversial,"' Elrod said.
''I've never steered away from
sensitive topics. I just recognize
that they are sensitive topics
and try to deal with them
that way."
History and social science
have always dealt with objections
and controversy, Elrod said.
"People don't like to be
confronted with information
that may be factually correct
but is uncomfortable to them,"
Elrod said.
Elrod said students need
to know how to view an issue
from several perspectives. He
said critical thi!lking is vital to
a student's well being outside
the classroom and that parents
should foster a sense of curiosity and openness to new ideas
rather than teaching children
to blindly accept what they
are told.
"I don't think what we teach
or how we teach should be
driven by what a student wan ts
as much as what a student
needs," Elrod said. "Parents
are trying to instill on that
child their values rather than
instilling the most important
value, and that is how to think
independently."

Friends Program Chapel

look is great and that this year
might possibly be a record-setting year, with 250-300 runners
expected.
The race begins at 8 a.m.,
with reg is tr at i o n from
6:30-7:30 a.m. The entry fee is
$20 the day of the race or $12
each for families with three
or more entrants. Awards will
also be given at the conclusion
of the race.

FIRE STATION: Will Grow With Department, Make City Proud
CONTINUED from page 1
The fire trucks will be provided with drive-through bays
that shorten respo nse time as
well as provide the firefighters
with more safety and keep them
out of the Beebe-Capps traffic.
The bays also are equipped with
diesel smoke removal systems.
The department also will receive
a new $400,000 fire truck that
will be available to the department about the time the new
building opens.
Lt. Keith Carlisle said the
drive-through bays will not only
accommodate the trucks but will

•

.

.

also house equipment that has
been previously scored outside.
The facility will also contribute
to better training, including
having more efficient access co
training manuals.
"We don't currently have a
central location [for training],"
Carlisle said. "Normally we just
find a place where we can get
together, and the library is a big
plus for us."
Fire department engineer
Brad Morris has been with the
Searcy Fire Department for two
years and has been with other
fire departments prior co coming

to Searcy.
Morris said by comparison,
~e new facility is definitely an
improvement.
"It's going to last us 50 years
or more, which is what you
need in a fire station," Morris
said. "It's going to accommodate
growth."
Mayor Bdindal..aForresaid the
scheduled date of completion is
consistent with expectations.
"Everything has been right
on time; the progress has been
right on target," Laforce said.
"We are getting anxious to move
everything in."

Laforce said the new facility
will outshine the previous.
"It's going to be a fantastic
facility and state of the art,"
Laforce said. "It's going to be
a showpiece for the fire department and is going to last us for
a long time and grow with the
station."
The new building will also be
one ofthe most advanced in the
state, Laforce said.
"It's one of the nicest stations in the state of Arkansas,"
Laforce said. "By comparison,
it's at the top. It's definitely going to be something we can be
proud of"

JONATHAN LINDSAY/The Bison
Deion Johns, age 11, reads a letter to his Big Friends freshmen
Coulter Goodman and Nick Michael on Wednesday in chapel. They
and sophomore Lizz Schallert received Outstanding Friend Awards.

Need a place to stash vour stuff
.lor the su:mmer?
Big S Mini Storage 268 6389
Centrol Sel.f-Storage 305-3724
Grassy Knoll Mini Storage 230-1103
Lynn's Lock and Storage 268-9160
The Storage House 268-5237
Hairs Mini Storage 268-7890
Triple C Mini Storage 278-7093
Storage West 268-3900
P& T Mini Storage 882-5911
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Students, Volunteers Serve Community Together
~

MICHELLE GREER ...
student reporter
Harding students gathered
April 18 to help the community in the name of Bisons
for Christ.
More than 1,000 students
with more than 50 different
service projects participated
in this event.
For the past several years the
Day of Service was organized
by the Student Association, but
this year Liz Howell, director
of alumni relations, and Todd
Gentry, campus minister of
College Church of Christ,
were the co-directors of the
event now called Bisons for
Christ.
Howell said she and Gentry
built on the foundation of
those that have done it in
the past.
Activities included teams
hosting sports clinics, raking
yards and visiting nursing
homes.
·The football team held a
clinic at the stadium. Soccer
and baseball clinics were held
at the Searcy Sports Complex.
Volunteers also hosted a softball clinic.
Delea Gamma Rho went co
the nursing home and hosted
a reception at which they
served cookies. Volunteers
helped with the Meals on
Wheels program, and letters
were written to the men and
women in the armed services.

The Good News Singers performed there as well.
Librarians and their student workers went to McRae
Elementary School, West
Side Elementary School and
Southwest Middle School to
assist the librarians by shelving
and reading books.
£-Learning and Instruction
Librarian Lisa Burley said
she always enjoys participating in this event and getting
the chance to work with
the student workers as peer
volunteers.
" One reason I wanted
to start plugging the student workers into these
projects was to show them
that any skill they have can
be used to help someone else,"
Burley said. "Our student
staff can do things that other
students don't know how to
do. Maybe when they have
school-aged children, they'll
remember working here in
Brackett, and volunteer for
the school librarian where they
are. That's really all God asks
of us: to use what he gives us
for him. It's chat simple."
Other service projects
included raking leaves and
mini extreme makeovers.
Donna Welch, secretary for
the math and computer science departments, went to
hospice facilities. Out of the
30 people she took, 22 signed
up to be full-time hospice
volunteers.

'

JONATHAN LINDSAYfThe Bison
Freshman Noelani Wilkinson reads to Javaris Branch, age 6, in the park on Main Street during Bisons for Christ April 18. More than 1,200 people
participated in more than 50 activities
Junior Caleb Shock and
other members of Pi Kappa
Epsil on went co Aramark
worker Polly Smith's house
to build a fence and pen for
her dog.
Shantih went to Bradford
and worked for the city and
worked on several widows,
and Zach Neal, director of

campus life, led a group to
Beebe for clean-up.
A cookout and devotional
were held at College Church
of Christ at the end of the day.
Freshman Brishan Hatcher,
Noel Whitlock, minister at
College Church of Christ,
Gentry, freshman Brice Priestley and senior David Ashley

World Religions Class Changes Setting
Muslims in there."
"[The trip] opened my eyes to
During fall semesters the
things I was unaware of, and
class will continue to visit ChiI think it shows how much we
The Living World Religions cago but will visit a different
do need to understand these
class will no longer travel exclu- city during spring semesters.
other faiths."
sively to Chicago to visit practi- This year Cox took the class
JESSICA CORNETT
co Dallas. He said next spring
tioners of other religions.
senior
Dr. Monte Cox, director of they will probably go to Dallas
~eJ;;,enter for Worl~ ~issions jlgaiµ, qut he will <tlso include
and the associate dean of the other major metr.opolitan
"The world is coming co
c;ollege of Bible and Religion, areas where many religions
has taught this class every fall can be found. Cox said some America and bringing its resemester for eight years. The possibilities include Nashville, ligious practices with it," Cox
class travels to Chicago to visit Tenn.; Houston; Oklahoma said. "These are the religions of
non-Christian places of wor- C ity; Birmingham, Ala.; and the immigrant communities. If
we're going to connect to our
ship. Now that the class will Atlanta.
The class studies the major new neighbors and understand
be offered both spring and fall
semesters, Cox said he should religions practiced worldwide. where they're coming from,
visit other cities, too.
Students learn about Judaism, we need to understand more
Cox said he did not want Islam, traditional religions (Ani- about these religions."
Cox said churches in the
to intrude on these places of mism), Hinduism, Buddhism,
worship.
New Age, Jainism, Sikhism, cities he visits understand
"I feel like to bring 75 people Baha'i, Chinese popular religion the importance of reaching
on this field trip every semester (Confucianism, Taoism) and out to practitioners of other
religions. Several churches in
would be wearing out my wel- Shintoism.
Dallas
sent a small number of
come," Cox said. "It's a little
Cox said chis class is imporintrusive when we go into the tant because it helps students representatives co accompany
mosque and sit in the back and understand the world in which the Harding students as they
visited places of worship.
there are a thousand Pakistani they live ..
,..

LESLIE GILES
student reporter

"They realize they need co
do this," Cox said. "They see
these foreigners who are obviously not Christian, but they
don't know how to begin a
conversation."
Cox limits the trip co 75
students. Students who are unable to go on the long weekend
trip can go on an abbreviated
trip to Memphis, Tenn., for
one day to visit three different
places of worship.
Senior Jessica Cornett went
to Dallas with the class last
week. She said her own faith
was strengthened by seeing the
way ocher people worshipped
and talking with them about
their religion.
"It opened my eyes to things
I was unaware of, and I think
it shows h ow much we do
need to understand these other
faiths," Cornett said. "This trip
helped me grow and I now
know what to say if I come
across someone who is Hindu
or from the Baha'i faith."

gave their testimonials from
that day.
Mayor Belinda Laforce,
Sheriff Ricky Shourd, County
Judge Michael Lincoln and
Christine Walker, owner of
Searcy Living came to represent
the community.
Howell said she was thrilled
with this year's turnout, and

Louise Ganus
AwaidedFor
Lifetime Service
ANDREA THORNTON
news editor

Associated Wbm~n for ffu.!
ding presented Louise Ganus
with its Lifetime Achievement
award April 20 on her 85th
birthday.
Ganus, wife of Chancellor
and Former President C lifton
Ganus, has served Searcy and the
Harding community throughout her lifetime. She has been
a member of AWH since its
inception in 1965.
She was a charter member of
White County Medical Center
Auxilaiyand Greenkrepers Garden
Club. She was responsible for
the formation ofGirl Scouts and
Boy Scouts in Searcy and served
as secretary for White County
PTA Council. She sponsored
a social dub at Harding for 35
years and has served as a Sunday
school teacher 20 years. She is
Hixon-Wallace said. "To be
The P.A. program, which a member of College Church
educated as a pharmacist who was beg un in June 2 00 5, of Christ. ·
focuses on both physical and will graduate its first class of
"Mrs. Ganus' st am ina is
spiritual wellness with a sense 16 students July 28. Thirty- amazing," Liz Howell, AWH
of Christian service appeals co two students are expected co director, said. "She recently
many prospective students . begin the P.A. program this accomp anied m e on a trip co
There is also a sense of excite- fall, making it the largest class Northwest Arkansas. When we
ment in part of being part of to enter the program since it arrived in Rogers for an AWH
the inaugural class."
began.
event, it was obvious how much
The College of Pharmacy
" W e w ill remai n at 32 she is loved. She was surrounded
will be temporarily housed [students] for while," Murphy by a group of people the whole
in the Lee Academic Center said, "We [must] make sure we
and the P.A. program will have adequate clinical sights
continue to operate out of the for all."
State Farm Building, which the
For more information please
university is currently leasing, contact the College of Pharuntil the completion of the macy at 279-5205 or the P.A.
new building.
program at 279-5642.

HEALTH SCIENCES: To House P.A. And Pharmacy Programs
continued from page 1
The C ollege of Pharmacy
is the newest graduate level
program being offe red at
Harding. According to a press
release on the Harding Web
site, the university is currently
seeking precandidate status
with the Accreditation Council
for Pharmacy Education . An
on-site evaluation of the proposed program is scheduled for
May 1-2 with four members of ·
ACPE visiting campus. Harding is expecting to open its
College of Pharmacy program
in Fall 2007, if the program
receives precandidate status

from ACPE, which denotes
a developmental program.
Forty srudents will be accepted
in the program's first year, but
Burks said the university plans
to eventually increase enrollment to 60 students.
According to Hixon-Wallace,
the new program has received a
positive response from prospective students. As of April 20,
30 prospective students have
been offered positions in the
program and applications are
currently being accepted.
"Prospective students are
very excited about the missioa of College of Pharmacy,"

plans are being made for
Bisons for Christ events in
the fall and spring.
"Bisons for Christ has been
a ray oflight into the world,"
Howell said. It's all about relationships, and the important
part is to connect people and
to connect Christ. I think we
accomplished that goal."

"Her style is quiet and lowkey, but she consistently
fills important' roles that.-Mm~
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time we were there, and they
even asked her to sign their
Harding cookbooks."
AWH also presented the
annual Worth Woman Awards
at the lun ch eon. Because
the lunch eon also celebrated
Ganus' birthday, supporters
were encouraged to donate to
the Louise Ganus Scholarship
Fund. Since 1990, all AWH
proceeds have been donated co
need-based scholarships.
"Mom has been a true and
effective servant in her service to
God, her family and to Harding,"
Charles Ganus, son of Louise
Ganus, said. "Her style is quiet
and low-key, but she consistently
fills important roles that help
others be their best."
Lo uise Ga11us said sh e is
blessed to have so much of her
family around her.
"Nothing humbles me more
that realizing what a wonderful
husband chose me, [and] what
three wonderful children the Lord
blessed me with,'' Ganus said.
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Harding Graduates First Athletic Training Grads In May
JEREMY WATSON
student reporter

•
•

•
•

H arding will graduate its
first t wo students from its
newly-accredited athletic training
p rogram this May.
Kimber Rogers and Eric Isom
w ill be graduating fro m th e
program this year and w ill be
able co sit for the national exam
to become a C ertified Athletic
Trainer. Harding's Athletic training program became accredited
this spring afi:er a five-year study
process and a site visit by evaluators from the Commission on
Accreditation ofAthletic Training
Education. There are 13 other
students currently in the program, and 17 freshmen started
the process this year.
"When I enrolled at Harding
in '03 I knew that athletic training was what I wanted to d o,"
Isom said. 'l\t that time Doc [Dr.
Randy Lambeth] was just starting
to work on the accreditation. H e
told us incoming freshman that
he hoped the pr9gram would be
accredited by the time we grad uated . Thankfully, with a lot of
hard work on his part and strong
support from the university, we
became accredited in M arch of
this year."
Isom said that Lambeth influenced his decision to pursue
athletic training in college. Isom
attended Harding Academy and
Lambeth was involved with
athletics there, attending games
and taping players' injuries.

"The process of being accredited really helps me a lot in
the aspect that now I don't have
to get my masters in athletic
training in order to sit for my
national exam," Isom said. "If
we were not accredited I would
need to graduate from another
accredited school in order to
take my test that allows m e to
p ractice as an athletic trainer.
I m ay still want to further my
education, but at this point I
don't have any immediate plans
for further schooling.
"After I graduate I plan to
take my certification exam in
June, and if I pass I will be able
to p ractice as an athletic trainer
certified. Hopefully I will be
able to find a job at a local high
school or college, ifnot full time,
then part time as my wife, who
is a year behind me in school,
finishes college."
Rogers, however, said sh e
does plan on attending graduate
school afi:er she graduates from
Harding. While she walked in
D ecember, she is waiting to
graduate in May so she will
graduate under the accreditation.
At the end of May she said she
is going to graduate school, and
then maybe getting her master's
in physical therapy.
R ogers said part of what
m akes the program good is the
Christian atmosphere, which is
something she said she hopes
sh e will be able to be around
in her career.
"I wanted to do something

JONATHAN LINDSAY/The Bison

Senior athletic training major Eric Isom assists junior Matt White with a sports-related injury. Isom is one of two May graduates to receive a
degree in athletic training.
in the medical field but not be a
doctor,'' Rogers said. "I've been
around athletics my whole life,
so I chose athletic training. It's
been good to be able to work
around people and not have to
worry about language or egos.
All the people in the athletic
training program felt like a

family away from home."
In the program, students•
worked with various sports,
getting hands-on experience
treating injuries and working
in a clinical setting, all under
strict supervision.
"During my four years here
I have helped with football for

Archaeology Class Offered in 2008
JEREMY WATSON
student reporter

•

Harding students will have
the opportunity to enroll in an
archaeology class next spring
taught by Dr. Dale Manor,
p rofessor of Bible and archae-

0 1 "'
gy.J

•

•

'

who

Students
take the'archaeology class during Spring 2008
will be excavating a historically
accurate simulation ofa tel built
by Manor and others. A tel is
formed after a city is destroyed
and another is built over it later.
After this happens several times,
a mound is formed with layers
of a civilization's ruins, known
as strata, each corresponding
to a different time.
By excavating such tels, archaeologists can discover artifacts
and remains of structures that
stood long ago. Manor said h e
plans on filling the mock tel with
a variety of artifacts: some he
m ade, some replicas he bought
and even some real things that
have been found on other digs,
like shards of pottery.

"Everything in the tel will Israel. The Honors College is
be a reflection of something funding the class, and several
fo un d in Israel," Manor said. of its members made many of
"Th e only difference will be the necessary mud bricks.
that there will be more artifacts
The idea for the class stems
than in a real tel. We want it to from a symposium held in
be meaningful for those who Colorado geared towards high
p articipate. We don't want school students. Manor, along
someone digging in a hole with with other Harding faculty like
nothing in it, like I did my .first Dr. Jeff Ho pper, dean of the
year in the field."
H ono rs C ollege, constructed
Along with excavating the a smaller-scale tel for the stutel, the students will also h ave dents to excavate. Manor and
to become true archaeologists, Hopper said they thought the
m aking reports of their finds experience students got from
and drawing the structures they · actually excavating a tel was a
find to scale.
good teaching tool, and they
The class will be set up almost decided to create a class based
like a science class, with some on it.
days being lec:tufe in classrooms,
"Seeing Dr. Manor work
and others being out at the tel in the soil with the class in
excavating. But Manor said it Colorado convinced me that I
w ill not be as structured as a was witnessing one of the most
science class partly because the outstanding teaching methods
class will have to work around that I have ever seen," Hopper
said. "All the students were
the weather.
The tel, which will be 50 meters actively engaged, learning, chalin diameter, will be constructed lenged and having fun at the
at an undisclosed location in same time. My son, Ben, took
White County sometime this the course and loved it."
fall, after Manor returns from
Senior Emily Stutzman

"Seeing Dr. Manor work in the
soil with the class in Colorado
convinced me that I was
witnessing one of the most
outstanding teaching methods
that I have ever seen."

JEFF HOPPER
deun of honors college
said she thought it was great
that Manor exposes Harding
students to what he does in
Israel every summer.
"I think this artificial tel is
going to be an incredible tool,''
Stutzman said. "Students will
learn archaeology in a handson way."
Manor described the class as
being a truly interdisciplinary
course. H e said there are aspects
of math, history, English and
science, and th e class forces
students to think conceptually
and hypothesize about what
ci:iey do not know.
The course will be offered
for a Bible credit next spring
as a biblical history class.

CAB Cakewalk Gamers $2,000
MOLLY MORRIS
student reporter

•
•

T he cakewalk hosted by
the Student Association on
April 19 raised $2,000 for Heifer
International, an organization
that works with communities
to end hunger and poverty by
providing communities with
livestock and helping them to
care for the earth.
Hundreds of students, staff
a nd c ommunity member s
p articipated in the walk from
4 to 7 p.m. Participants purchased
tickets for $5 to gain entry
to the cakewalk, which took
place on the front lawn. Four
hundred numbered markers on

the ground surrounded a stage
in the middle of the lawn. Don
Eudaly, advancement regional
director; Chuck Hicks, assistant
professor of music; and Ken
Pulley performed music on the
stage during the cakewalk.
When the band stopped
playing, participants stopped
on a numbered marker. An
an nou ncer drew a number
between one and 400, and the
person standing closest to that
n umber won a cake. Students
continued walking for as long
as th ey wanted or until they
won a cake.
Junior Nicholas May said
he walked for about an hour
before winning a cake.

"I feel like I'm in a life-size
version of Candy Land," May
said. "You know there's sweetness at the end of this."
Corey McEntyre, senior class
president and student director
of campus activities, organized
the cakewalk, which he said he
hoped would raise about $5,000
to purchase a Heifer Gift Ark
composed ofa variety ofanimals
to be distributed all over the
world. McEntyre said he also
hoped the event might qualify
for a world record.
The fundraiser finished about
$3,000 short ofthe goal and no
record was set, but McEntyre
said he was happy with the
outcome of the event.
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"I was so excited to see everyone being excited about it and
having fun with it," McEntyre
said. "It really meant a lot for
people to come up to me and
tell me how much they were
enjoying it and having a good
time. I appreciate everyone who
participated, baked cakes and
gave us support that day."
McEntyre said he was especially happy to see President
David Burks, Executive Vice
President Jim Carr and many
other Harding faculty members
participating in the cakewalk.
"I love the dynamic between
students and the administration
that I see at events like this one,"
McEntyre said.

three seasons, baseball, men's and
women's soccer, men's basketball,
and Harding Academy guys'
and girls' basketball, baseball
and softball," Isom said. "We as
student trainers are responsible
for setting up and breaking down
before and afi:er practice, taping,
treatments, rehab, evaluations

and anything else that one of
the certified trainers on staff
asks us to do.
"I have seen the program
grow a whole lot over the last
four years. Doc has added new
classes, and new materials to
better prepare us for the world
of athletic training."

HUF Friends
Raise Funds
SUSANA VELIZ
copy editor
Friends and alumni of Harding University's International
Program in Florence, Italy, are
hosting a private shopping night
and gallery reception at Nest,
at 6731 Snider Plaza, Dallas
tomorrow at 7 p.m .
The event organized by 1997
graduate and HUF alumna
Heather Wiese-Alexander will .
feature original paintings and
limited edition prints made
by Robbie Shackelford, HUF
director, and photography by
HUF alumna Lisa Livingston
McSpadden. Also, Dr. Jeffrey
Hopper, dean of international
programs, will be giving a recital
at the art auction. All proceeds
from the donated artwork and
merchandise sold at Nest during
the event will go toward improvements at the H UF villa.
The villa, acquired between
1983 and 1984, did not need
repair or refurbishing when
purchased. However, Tuscan
regulations limiting the number
of people living in a particular
residence have made necessary
. to make changes to the building.
The villa, built in 1590, will look
exactly the same afi:er the works
are completed, Hopper said.
The villa is located in two
different addresses; the older
building and another one added
a hundred years later, which currently serves as an office space,
Hopper said.
In order to meet Tuscan
standards, Hopper said the
newer part will be refurbished
to accommodate male students,
and the office will be moved
into the oldest part. Also,
because Tuscan law keeps the
ancient buildings from being
altered, a garage will be built
underground.
"[The villa] is in beautiful

shape right now, it just doesn't
accommodate the number of
students we're serving," Hopper
said. "We've already begun the
process of making it legal, now
\~t; 'efeed tq make it suita'Pl\!·for
themen ." r
. I' .
Hopper said he hopes t e
improvements to the villa will
provide the men's and women's
wings a little more privacy.
"Right now [men and women]
are just across a short hallway
from each other, which is not
typical Harding standard,''
Hopper said. "Students will
have more privacy, and everyone
will have more room."
Senior Caleb Keese, who
.spent summer 2006 at HUF,
said he regrets seeing the villa
being split since the closeness in
living quarters made students
feel like family.
"O ne of the things about
HUF is that it doesn't feel like
Harding," Keese said. "The villa
is not America, but it does feel
like home."
Hopper said these works
represent a much needed
improvement, since at HUF
students are more crowded than
at any other program.
Hopper said he hopes much
of the work will be done during
this summer.
"All we can do is take the
project as far as we can between
semesters,'' Hopper said. "We
have already begun the process
of shuffling around the inside
between spring and summer
terms. We hope the Dallas event
gets us off to a good start, so
we can start building the garage
this summer and everything
done by January."
For more information
and ·to R.S .V. P., contact
Heather Wiese-Alexander at
heather@nestdallas.com. Taxdeductible contributions will
also be accepted.
~.,,,, h;
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The Wonderful World of Weddings
Disney's Introduction Of Dresses Promise New Themes

T

he Disney
Corporation never
misses an opportunity
to make a dollar. A
weary family of four
could be dragging itself, exhausted
and broke, to their parking spot
at Disneyland only to discover
a kiosk hawking Mickey Mouse
T-shirts, just in case Dad still has
any pocket change left. This fact
came home to me the other day
when I heard on the radio that
Disney is now selling its own line
of wedding dresses.
For all those young women
who grew up with Jasmine,
Pocahontas and Snow White, you
can now continue the fantasy on
your wedding day. Disney has
introduced a brand of wedding
gowns that recreate the costumes
of its most beloved heroines. Want
some scales and seashells with your
bouquet? You too can be the Little
Mermaid. Want your honeymoon
to be a "magic carpet ride"? Then
head to the gym so you'll look
smashing in a sheer blue silk pantssuit with matching half-veil. Have
you always wanted to marry Prince
Charming? Well, if nothing else,
your fiancee can be dressed up like
a prince as you stumble down the
aisle in glass slippers.
And for all those women who
don't handle the pre-wedding
pressure well (like those sweet
maidens on the reality TV show
"Bride~zillas"), Disney also offers
villainess wedding dresses with
Dalmatian-fur wraps and bouquets
filled with poisoned apples.
The mind races with
possibilities. Disney will no doubt
follow up its dress line with an
array of expensive decorations to

hire a wedding planner in a bunny
suit to run around telling everyone
that they are late. Then a nice
round of croquet at the reception.
Oh, I'm just getting warmed up.
Spac~ You can plan for any emergency
with a D isney wedding. For
example,)f your uncle laughs too
m uch during the reception, you
If you feel you are getting can reserve a chair for him on the
hitched with a Beast, go
ceiling. Afraid the groom hasn't
to Disney.com and order a been totally honest with you?
Make him take a nose-length lie
singing teapot, flirtatious detector
test. Is your mother-incandlesticks and a costume law worrying everyone to death?
so that you can dress your Remind her of what happened
to Bambi's mom. Do you need a
minister like a chest of
disc jockey? I hear Dick Van Dyke
drawers.
works cheap. Are you worried
about security and uninvited
guests? Hire the Apple Dumpling
make your themed wedding picture Gang and tell your bouncer Mr.
perfect. Why not rent a harness
Potato Head to put in his "angry
and cables so you can fly down the
eyes."
aisle like Peter Pan? How about a
And th ink about the
giant talking mirror to pronounce
invitations! "Come See Pooh
you "man and fairest wife in the
Finally Get H is H oney." "Lilo
land"? If you feel you are getting
and Stitch Get H itched." "Who
hitched with the Beast, go to
Married Roger Rabbit? " "BrideD isney.com and order a singing
nobs and Groom-sticks!"
teapot, flirtatious candlesticks and
The options are indeed endless.
a costume so you can dress your
In fact, I've decided that should
minister like a chest of drawers.
I ever tie the knot, I'm going
Stay with me on this.
with
a "Herbie Goes Bananas"
I'm picturing a Lion King
theme.
Which may just have
extravaganza: fly the wedding
my
fate as a bachelor. Oh,
sealed
party and guests out to the Grand
well
.
.
.
we
probably couldn't get
Canyon and rent some zebras and
a Volkswagen in Cone Chapel
gazelles for ambiance. Or why not
anyway. Have a great summer, and
have 101 bridesmaids in polka
I hope to see you on the Opinions
dots? Maybe you could force the
page next fall.
groom to perform the 12 labors of
Hercules before the ceremony (and
MICHAEL CLAXTON is an assistant professor
the 1,322,456,760 labors after
the ceremony) . If you're feeling
of English and a frequent contributor
a little trippy, you could serve
to the Bison and may be contacted at
mushrooms, have a tea party and
mclaxto1@harding.ed u
MICHAEL CLAXTON
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INFORMATION
The Bison is a campus
newspaper, edited and largely
financed by students, seeking to
provide high-quality journalistic
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Put Farewell To Graduating Friends In Writing

T

he next few weeks are
full of papers, presentations, tests and final
exams, which can
only m ean one
thing - graduation is coming.
This is a problem.
Since I was in junior high
I have had this problem with
making friends who were much
older than I. My parents say that
it is because I am "wise beyond
my years," but becoming really
good friends with people who are
only going to leave you in a year
doesn't seem that wise to m e. I
told myself I wasn't going to do
that when I got to college, but
sure enough, my two best friends
last year graduated last May. One
is in C hina and the other is in
north Arkansas, and I never see
either of them . But this May will
provide m e with more goodbyes
to friends than any other graduation ever has.
This is very frightening to me. I
am a little scared for myself because
I will be without so many friends
next semester and will only be able
to communicate via cell phone
and Facebook. But I know I will
adapt and just have to strengthen
the relationships I have with other
people here. Mostly I am scared
for my friends who are graduating.
Many of them are going different
directions. I have friends moving to Florida, Chicago, Boston,
D.C., Seattle and San Francisco.
Some of them are heading across

COLEMAN YOAKUM
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Space
I have learned more from
life experiences that I have
shared with my friends here
than I have in any classroom.
the country and around the world
to places like Greece, India, Brazil
and China. They are taking jobs in
fields like teaching, ministry, nursing and public relations.
I know that only time will tell,
but I believe that my friends in
college are going to be the biggest
influence on the person I become.
If it were not for the stellar friends
I have here, I would not still be
at Harding. I have learned more
from the life experiences that I
have shared with my friends here
than I have in any classroom. I
have learned more about being a
servant and a Christian from the
people around me than from the
books before me. The things they
h ave taught me will transcend my
college, my career and hopefully
my life.
I think the thing that scares
me the most about impending
graduation is that it serves as a
constant rem inder that my day is
coming. One day I will not be in

the audience lamenting the departure of my friends, but instead
on stage walking acros.s to receive
my empty diploma sleeve. I am
reminded that not only my friends
but also I will be leaving, wondering where I am going.
Every year I write letters to my
friends who will be departing, diploma in hand, to let them know
how much I love and appreciate
them and what they mean to me.
I find that this is a great way to
get to say some of the things that
otherwise I might not get to. It
has been my experience also that
all people want to do is make a
difference. People want to make a
differen ce in the world and in the
people around them. To remind a
person that they have made a difference in your life means a lot to
that person. So, I encourage you
to do this as well. M aybe not in a
letter, but tell your favorite soonto-be-graduate how much they
m ean to you .
I am also imploring you to
make the most of the rest of the
time you have here. Whether that
is three weeks or three years, make
sure in the future you can look
back on your experiences as all
being time well spent.
Congratulations seniors! May
the rest of your time here be
blessed and a blessing. God bless.

COLEMAN YOAKUM is a guest columnist
for the Bison and may be contacted at
cyoakum@harding.edu

I reach yet another milestone and step into what a
friend of mine calls "big kid
land," I come to the
realization that who I am
today is only because of one remarkable
woman whose drive and determinations
makes me want to be a better person
each day: My mom.
My mother was born in a small town
near the Panamanian highlands, where,
though beautiful and peaceful, opportunities were scarce and gossip still is a
form of entertainment.
Back in the day, people had the idea
that women who left their towns to
attend college ended up wasting themselves in the perversions of the city, and
my grandfather was no exception to this
mindset. From an early age, my mom
learned to tune out what wasn't beneficial
to her, and soon afi:er her high school
graduation, she packed up her bags, and,
against my grandfather's will, left for the
city. Two years went by before my grandfather would speak to her.
Never allowing discouragement to get
the best of her, Mom got into pharmacy
school and worked her way through
college.
Though far
from home, I have not always
and juggling
seen eye-to-eye
the load of
school, work with my mother,
and keeping
but I know her
a social life
proved to
love for my
be difficult
sister and me
at times,
she always
has always been
kept her
constant.
goal in mind
and never
dreamt of
returning home without a degree.
I'll spare you the details, but almost
toward the end of pharmacy school, I
came into the picture, and Mom was
too self-reliant to marry someone just for
appearance sake. After all, at 26, almost
professional and financially independent, my mom was no child; still, many
people told her she wouldn't accomplish
anything as a single mom. As usual, she
never listened.
She was determined, and not only
did she make sure the opportunities that
weren't available to her growing up were
available to my sister and me, but she
nurtured us to become hard-working,
strong-willed women and guided us not
to make the same mistakes she did .
Called a tomboy, a rebel and a
troublemaker for making choices that are
now fairly common for women today,
my mom has been the kind of person
that goes against the grain - never
conforming to the standards society
imposed on her and living life to the fullest; something I didn't quite grasp until I
found myself away from home, Without
Mom pushing me to be the best "me" I
could be.
I have not always seen eye-to-eye
with my mother, but I know her love
for my sister and me has always been a
constant. Knowing she is so well-loved
and respected by everyone she comes in
contact with makes me see things in a
different light, and I'll admit it never gets
old when people point out how blessed
I am to have such amazing footsteps to
follow.
I remember the few times I got in
trouble back in high school, how my
mom would tell my teachers they should
be thankful I was their student and she
was not. The sort of trouble I would get
myself into was not as serious as that she
got into when she was a student, but this
just proves how different we are.
Once I made the stupid mistake
of telling her that the dumbest thing
she's ever done by far was taking a road
trip across Central America hauling a
speedboat while pregnant with my sister.
Perhaps I'm still a bit ticked because I
didn't get to go - then again, I was only
6 years old. I will stick to what I said, but
she's right about one thing: we only get
one shot at life?so we'd better make the
most out if it.
All I know is that ifl ever turn out to
be even half the daughter, mother, sister,
friend or professional my mother is, I'll
consider myself well served.

SUSANAVELIZis a the copy editor for the Bison
and may be contacted sveliz@harding.edu.
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Which Sports Are Real Sports?

HEATHER BROWNING

Browning
Points

The Debate Continues A t tempting To Define What Makes A Sport
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o you remember
high school when
life was smaller
but felt bigger?
Teenage drama,
'N Sync and wondering whether
cheerleading was really a sport.
One summer my cross country
team was enjoying our annual
camp at Appalachian State
University in Boone, N.C.,
where the weather was temperate
and the scenery picturesque,
yet - unfortunately - like all
universities, ASU had the curse of
a cafeteria.
ASU hosted many different
sports camps while we were
there for cross country camp,
and as you might imagine, all
1,000 of us athletes had to eat
in their cafeteria at the same
time. The scene was volatile as
the high-estrogen cheerleaders
thronged in front of the wishfullyhigh-testosterone cross country
boys. We were waiting in line
for quite a while, and of course,
we were joking like we had
been all week about how we
were at the same camp as these
cheerleaders - several of whom
looked quite delicious. Bue still,
a cheerleader was a cheerleader,
and cheerleading simply wasn't
a sport. The wait was long, and
we were bored and hormonal, so
we decided to press the issue to
an ultimatum. Standing in this
feverishly long line, our small

NATHAN SHANK
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To figure this out, I've
examined different qualities
of sports to see which ones
make one "competitive
recreational activity" better
than another.
cross country team huddled
together and plotted what would
soon become our quick demise.
Our captain Ben Collins counted
loudly "l, 2, 3 ..." and then we
all roared at the top of our lungs,
"Cheerleading is not a sport!"
tit was more chaotic than King
Kong charging through a Belle
Canto concert. Five hundred
young females turned on us like
we were Satan incarnate. They
broke into puddles of tears,
frothing accusations and off-key
squeals. Some of them ran to
ASU's security office, and we were
quickly escorted away from these
sport-believing cheerleaders by
five khaki-wearing Jerry Springer
rent-a-cops. They told us,
brilliantly, "Don't say that again"
and put us at the end of the line, a
mile back.
Ever since that infamous
day, I've wondered whether

cheerleading really is a sport. To
figure this out, I've examined
different qualities of sports
to see which ones make one
"competitive recreational activity"
better than another.
Since running is the ultimate
sport, I impartially asked, "Why
is running more of a sport than
cheerleading?" The answer is
multi-fold: Running was the first
sport, the ancient Greek sport.
It is the purest sport because
you don't need anything but a
loin cloth to do it; two runners
can train and compete without
anything but themselves.
Since running is the
prototypical sport, the closer
a sport resembles the nonstop,
anaerobic, objective qualities
of running, the more of a sport
it is. By these criteria, clearly
swimming is a close second,
followed by cycling. Moving
to the advanced arena of the
team sport (which I consider
to be more of a "sport" in our
age because it involves higher
complexity without loss to the
core criteria), soccer, basketball
and hockey cap the top of the list
since they allow for a maximum
amount of nonstop play time,
instead of the secondary football
which has moderate pauses during
which players can rest.
Also, the further a sport gets
away from using at ball to score
(the human himself is the ball in

running and swimming), the less
of a sport it becomes. Because
baseball is neither a nonstop nor a
ball-scoring sport (a run is scored
by the batter crossing home, not
by the ball going into a certain
space), it can hardly be called a
true sport at all and is really just
more of a game on steroids.
After this progression, I see
a drop in the "sport-ness" of
the sports. Both tennis and
racquetball are short-round,
limited action sports. Accordingly,
golf, bowling, pool, archery and
darts can all be grouped together
as no-running, accuracy sports.
Below them are the judgesbased sports which are open to
subjectivity (just recall the 2002
Winter Olympics). In this lowest
sports group are ice-skating,
gymnastics and dance.
Well, that's my take on which
sports are the real sports ... oh, I
almost forgot about cheerleading.
Since it's a sport that developed
from being the sidelines of other
sports, it finds a nice spot outside
of the idea of sports altogether.
In the end, it can hardly even be
considered a sport - after all, the
most trustworthy source I know,
Wikipedia, doesn't even mention

it.

NATHAN'SHANKis a guest columnist for
the Bison and may be contacted at
nshank@harding.edu

Summer Break: Rest In Peace
Time, Jobs And Responsibilities Take Away From Vacations Of Past

S

ummer vacation, those
blissful three months of
sunshine when freedom
reigns. Whole weeks of
t
waking up whenever
you feel like it, going outside
to play until it gets too dark or - ·
• too hot, then heading inside for
dinner and an all-night movie
marathon. Ac least one person in
your neighborhood has a pool,
and you spend so much time in
it your fingers are in a constant
state of "prunyness." The biggest
thing you have to worry about is
remembering your swimsuit when
you go on vacation to the beach
next week.
Does this sound like a
description of what your life will
be like in a few weeks, or does it
sound like something you have
to remind yourself existed in
elementary school? If you can
place yourself in the :first category,
I wouldn't recommend spreading
it around. You might just find
yourself locked out of your room
., by your resentful roommate, who
expects his summer vacation to
sound more like this: wake up
, bright and early around 7 a.m.
every morning to make it to your
minimum wage job at the mall
food court, come home roughly
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When did we·trade' ,,
swimming parties and
suntans for a drudge job
and summer school?

12 hours later and get started
on homework for the summer
class you are taking in an effort
to whittle down your general
education requirements.
That sounds a bit more
realistic, doesn't it? Of course,
everyone has a different story.
Some people are planning
mission trips that will keep them
occupied until August, while
others will spend the summer as
camp counselors. An elite few
might actually have professional
internships awaiting them,
complete with a cubicle and
company-issued office-supplies
or something like that. I wouldn't
actually know; on the summer job
hierarchy mine falls somewhere
below food service; I work at a
discount movie theater. Spending

I

question how much of my decision
the majority of the summer in
dimly lit theater hallways doesn't
to become a college professor is
influenced by my deep affection
give one much of a tan to brag
about, I can tell you.
for summer vacation.
Sometimes, when I'm
Despite my dismal job and
overseeing the popcorn machine
three summer classes I will be
"or assembling "kiid<.I.ie combo l · ,. !Wdn~I my ttager anticipation
'r;ays," I wonder what ever .
of sunimer break is not entirely
happened to my summer
dampened. The way I see it,
vacation, and I know I can't be
"summer vacation" is a frame of
the only one wrestling with this
mind, a way of looking at the
quandary. When did we trade
world that is applicable no matter
swimming parties and suntans for
what the circumstances. Sure,
a drudge job and summer school? my body may be stuck behind a
I suppose it all goes. back to the
concession stand counter, but in
fateful day we received our driver's
my mind the popcorn looks like
licenses, and were initiated into
sand on a beach, and the neon
the vicious "car-which-needs-gaswhich-needs-money-which-needs- "Refreshment" sign above me is
actually a beautiful ocean sunset.
job" cycle. The next thing any
Once exams are over and we all
of us knew, we were responsible
settle
into our summer routines,
young people, sacrificing our
whatever
they may be, I encourage
summer freedom for gas money.
everyone
to
try adopting this
Tragic as it seems, I suppose it's
mindset.
Imagine
the ring of
all for the best. After all, I know
is
the ring of an
the
cash
register
ifI had three months to myself, I
approaching
ice
cream
truck, and
would probably drive my family
you
aren't
doing
your
homework
and myself crazy. Noc only that,
but the busy summers I experience on the couch, you're doing it on a
chaise lounge by the pool.
now are preparing me for the cold,
cruel world of adulthood, where
jobs go year-round. The only way I
can find to escape that inevitability KATIE COZZENSis a guest columnist for
the Bison-and may be contacted at
is to find a job in the education
kcozzens@harding.edu
field. Admittedly, I sometimes

Always Look On Bright Side Of Life

T

•
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he end of the school
year often makes
one sentimental. I
like to think I'm not
normally susceptible
to some silly wistfulness. In my
mind, feelings of longing for
the good ol' days are usually
overshadowed by anticipation of
the future. And the last few weeks
have been crammed so full of
classes, research papers, projects,
concerts, labs and tests that I've
hardly had a moment to breathe.
Then, layered on top of all of
that came news of events that hurt
thousands I don't know as well
as many I do. I got to thinking
about our incredible ability as
humans to hurt one another,
the uncertainty of life and the
inevitability of good things
coming to an end.
So I guess this week I'm a bit
more thoughtful than usual, and
all of this can be very depressing.
Much of the pain in our world
is caused by people. Think of
the current conflicts and wars
throughout the world, troubled
inner cities or people without

BRETT KELLER
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My grandma is a 74-yearold widow living in Florida
and I've j'ust never thought
of her as the dating type.
health care right here in our own
community, and it gets tempting
to throw up your hands in despair,
feeling powerless.
But despite our capacity for
evil, we humans are capable of
incredible kindness and deep
connections with one another.
We can find small moments
of redemption through our
relationships, through family,
through friends . And often, when
things come to an end, we can
find good in that situation as well.
Here's an example:
My grandma has a date.
When I first heard this, I was
flabbergasted. My grandma

is a 74-year-old widow living
in Florida, and I've just never
thought of her as the dating type.
My grandpa died a while back
of a stroke, and of course we miss
him. Grandpa had suffered from
several strokes throughout his life,
so while he was still physically
active until the end, he had
the hardest time putting words
together. Grandma, on the other
hand, d id not. I think they were
both frustrated with the situation,
and she compensated by talking
enough for the bock of chem.
Separated by distance, age and
language, I was never incredibly
close to Grandpa, but he was a
good man and I admired him. A
short, muscular former military
mechanic, he had the hairiest
forearms I'd ever seen, and even as
a little kid I suspected he was the
model for the Popeye cartoons.
Grandma has been missing
him, but some of her daughters
live nearby, and she's the sort of
person to make new friends. So,
she answered a personal ad in a
newspaper and has been talking
to a nice gentleman (age 80) on

the phone, and now she and "The
Date" are ready to have lunch.
One of my aunts found out
where The Date lives and drove
by his house, talking co Grandma
on the phone the whole time. My
aunt saw that his neighbor was
selling puppies, so she stopped by
to "look at the puppies." Turns
out, The Date lives next door to
his brother, so my aunt left her
cell phone on the whole time so
Grandma could listen in. It seems
like things are looking sunny in
Florida!
So don't let yourself get
dragged down by all the bad
news. Who knows what's in store
for us tomorrow? Enjoy the time
you have with those you love,
and don't be overwhelmed when
something good has to end.
Or remember chat, as a great
philosopher once said, every new
beginning comes from some other
beginning's end.

BRETT KELLER is a guest columnist for
the Bison and may be contacted at
bkeller@harding.edu
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Media's
Focus
Distorted

T

wo days following
the massacre on the
Virginia Tech campus in
Blacksburg, Va., where
gunman Cho Sueng-Hui
shot and killed 32 innocent people
before killing himself, NBC received
a package containing a 1800-word
manifesto, photos and videos from
the killer himself Cho mailed his
final message to the world, which
was postmarked 9:01 a.m., in the
two hours between the shootings in
West Ambler Johnston dormitory and
Norris Hall.
According to NBC, the network
received the package at 11 a.m.
Wednesday and immediately notified
authorities and original documents
were handed over to the FBI for
analysis. NBC officials decided to
wait until 6 p.m. co air two minutes
of 25 minutes of video, seven of 43
photographs and 37 sentences of 23
pages of written material.
NBC released much of this material
to other news organizations, and many
of these horrifying
images and videos
Why does
have consumed
society not
~oundess hours of
airtime over the
focus on
past week and half.
the lives .
Virginia Tech
taken
orthe
students, faculty
heroes who
and families are
now pleading
put aside
with the media
their fear to
to shift its focus
save lives?
from the gunman
who maliciously
murdered so many
to the 32 innocent people who were
·
killed.
According to an April 20
CNN .com article, Virginia Tech
doctoral student Ken Stanton vowed
to try and appear on as many news
shows as he possibly can, in hopes.
~ofl:afilng away airtime from Ch'o.'
Stanton said he resented that Chd'was
receiving so much airtime while many
of the victims, like his friend Jeremy
Herbstirtt, have remained anonymous.
Too often, when tragedies like these
occur, society and the media focus
solely on the individual or individuals
who have inflicted pain and sorrow on
so many, while those who are killed in
cold blood remain unknown.
Names like Cho Sueng-Hui, Eric
Harris, Dillon Klebold and Timothy
McVeigh are easily recognized by most
all, but how many can actually name a
single person these people killed?.
How sad is it that these people, who
had so m uch to offer to the world,
had their lives cut short by individuals
who wanted "attention" go unnoticed
by so many, while those who killed
them become household names. These
individuals want to leave behind a
lasting legacy and become larger than
life, and by giving them so much
attention, we allow them to succeed in
their mission.
Why does society not focus on
the lives taken or the heroes who put
aside their fear to saves live? Why is
Cho's picture all over the Internet and
his life being discussed so frequently
when the story of Virginia Tech
professor Liviu Librescu seems to be
forgotten after about three days of
media coverage? Librescu was killed
after blocking the doorway to his
classroom with his body for just long
enough for many of his students to
escape through a classroom window.
Why have we allowed Eric Harris
and Dylan Klebold to be become larger
than life, while many have never ever
heard the story of Columbine coach
Dave Sanders, who bled to death after
being shot in the chest? Sanders cared
enough about his students to give
up his own life saving theirs; he had
successfully hidden a group of students
in a classroom before he was shot.
I understand that it is important to
study the personalities and backgrounds
of these types of people in hopes of
preventing things of this nature from
occurring again, but we must not
overlook those who were killed. Ken
Stanton has the right idea by trying to
help spread the story of the innocent
and bring the focus back to the victims
instead of villain. When we forget those
who died, while remembering their
killers, we allow these murders to make
victims of our mcion over and over
again.

HEATHER BROWNING serves as the editor in
chief for the 2006-2007 Bison. She may be
contacted at hbrownin@harding.edu or at
279-4471 .
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KELUE 'DEATLEY MAPPED OUT THE

J

NIACiARA FALLS

LJSA AND BETH IN
SOUTH DAKOTA

Out On The Open Road
/

KATIE DEAR

C

ollege is a time
when individuals
are presented
with unique
opporunities to experience.
Some may choose to
stay close to campus and
participate in the options
offered in the surrounding
tri-county. Then there are
those who possess the "inner
Columbus" and take to
life on the open road - in
between weeks of classes
that is. The long drives
with close friends piled into
one car, the junk food, the
random stops on the road
and memories that last a
lifetime inspire some to
travel to see remote places
of the country. One group
of women did just that,
but the weekend getaways
turned into more than just a
random roadtrip.
A group of women in
Delta Gamma Rho, along
with many of the sponsors
took a wide range of road
trips this semester, not
merely to Dallas for the
weekend but as far as South
Dakota to Niagara Falls.
The first trip that this
group took was to visit
Mount Rushmore in
Keystone, S. D. Sophomore
Beth Strate initated the trip.

"It all started pledge
week when Mary Ashley
Callaway, Lisa Grace, Megan
Hitt and I dressed up as
the four presidents on Mt.
Rushmore," Strate said. "At
the end of the night with all
our facepaint, costumes and
done-up hair, we were so
excited about South Dakota,
I told them I wished I could
take them there."
Delta Gamma Rho
sponsors, Cindy Hunter,
Desiree Byrd and Stacey
Vaughn also accompanied
the women.
Strate made personalized
binders for the trip with
details chat mapped gas
stations and rest stops.
"The notebook was a
highlight for me," Byrd
said. ''I've never been on
vacation where every detail
was planned including what
time you will arrive and
leave each location. In this
notebook were also printouts
of each place of interest."
Each person spent
approximately $100 each for
gas and souvenirs.
Strate said the trips had a
profound impact on her.
"On our South Dakota
trip, by far the most
memorable part for me was
church in the car on Sunday
morning," Strate said. "I
loved hearing what everyone
had to say about their lives.

"I wouldn't care if we just
drove around in the car all
weekend. I just like to be in
the presence of the other
six women, because around
them, I also feel the presence
of God."

BETH STRATE
sophomore
Every morning and night we
had a devotional. I wouldn't
care if we just drove around
in the car all weekend. I just
like to be in the presence
of the other six women,
because around them, I also
feel the presence of God."
The second trip the
women went to Niagara Falls
on the border of Canada
and the United States on the
Niagara River.
Freshman Kelli DeAtley
joined the women on the
Niagara trip.
DeAtley said they were
like the Traveling Sisterhood.
On the trip she said they
did the touristy things like
touring the Falls, taking lots
of pictures, eating at random
local places that aren't in
Searcy, taking a tour behind
the Falls and going to
Starbucks a million times.
Freshman Lindsay Dowdy
said she came away from
the trip with some amazing
memories.
"When you cram seven

ladies in a van 'together for
several hours, you can learn
so much about everyone,"
Dowdy said. "It is a good
way to get to know girls and
learn co love your friends
even more. "
The same was true for
sponsor Emily Myers.
"I really just enjoyed
getting to know everyone
on the trip so much better,"
Myers said. "Being a sponsor
'YOU don't get to know the
girls the way you d o when
you spend large amounts
of time in a very confined
space. It was a blessing."
These trips have had such
an impact on the Delea
Gamma Rho sponsors that
they have decided to plan
their own trip to Branson,
Mo.
"I really love these ladies
and am so thankful for
chem," Byrd said. "Without
this trip it would have taken
years to build friendships
like this."
Strate said the journey
was the most special pare of
the trip.
"Even though I enjoy
our destination, it is the
ride that is usually the most
memorable part to me,"
Strate said. "Isn't that how
life is though? The place
you are traveling co is not at
memorable as what it takes
to get there."
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Bisons Need To Sweep Tech
DANIEL WADE
sports editor

Arkansas Tech is the only
team standing in the way of
the Bison baseball team crowning a record-breaking season
with an invitation to the GSC
ould venrure to say that
tournament. The Bisons are
ew of you have a name or
one series sweep away from
ckname similar to that of a
professional athlete. For those that clinching a spot in the tournament and would mark the third
do, that likeness may appear as a
time
in school history the team
• blessing or a curse depending on
has
reached
the playoffs. Hardwho your name might be associi!lg must win all three games
ated with. I have a feeling that a
against Arkansas Tech to pass
guy who happens to be named
the Wonder Boys and claim the
Steve Young might enjoy a brief
fourth
spot in the GSC West
moment of association with glory
Division.
while a girl plagued with the name
"We have to come out in the
Tonya Harding might wish she
first inning of the first game and
were named something else.
make the statement that we're
The nickname I've been
the team leaving here and gocalled in my college years has
been "D-Wade;" obviously refer- ing to the tournament," senior
first baseman Devin Watts said.
ring to NBA superstar Dwyane
"We
can do that by scoring first
Wade of the Miami Heat. While
and
scoring
often."
I would love to take the fume and
The
Bisons
need three wins
st.atus that go with Dwyane, there
no
matter
how
it happens, juare a couple of common misconnior third baseman Dare Saul
ceptions that I want to go ahead
and dismiss. First ofall, we are not said.
"Our motto from the berdated as many have thought. Secginning of January has been
ondly, our athletic abilities do not
'Whatever It Takes'," Saul said.
necessarily align as closely as they
"We have to get out there and
should. Finally, Charles Barkley
get three no matter what."
and I are not on speaking terms.
Harding will enter the series
Let's just compare player pro33-20 coming off a final home
files ... D-Wade against D-Wade.
We're only three years apart in age. win over Central Baptist on
Height and weight tend to lean April 24. The Bisons brokean- ·
his way with his being six inches other record this season notchtaller and 60 pounds bulkier than ing a 28-11 home record at
Jerry Moore Field, setting the
I. Dwyane was drafi:ed into the
NBA in 2003; that same year I bar for most home victories.
Bur the record breaking
was drafi:ed into Harbin 118. His
didn't
stop with home wins.
salary is near $3.8 million and I'm
On
April
22 againsttArkansashoping for an enoy-levd job that
Monticello,
junior outfielder
makes a fiaction of that.
CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison
Adam
Darby
became the BiThe real D-Wade was Sports
Sophomore catcher Ryan Moody lunges for the tag against Boll Weevil infielder Lance Labeff on April 22 at Jerry Moore Field. The Bisons boasted a 16-hit
sons'
single-season
hits
leader
lliustrated's Sportsman of the
performance and downed Arkansas-Monticello 13-6 to keep Harding's playoff hopes alive.
Year and made People's 50 Most · with 71. Senior pitcher Justin
Beautiful. I got the Sportsman- Phillips broke his own school to make their presence known before and we all want that ex"We need to take care of Watts said.
ship award in fifth grade and am record of 15 strikeouts in a this weekend and will do what perience and are willing to pay throwing strikes and scoring
"We all feed off each other
a proud member of the Face- game, set April 6 against Chris- it takes to come away with three the price for it."
every opportunity that we can," and once we get that break-out
book group "I Don't Mind Being tian Brothers, by setting the games, Watts said.
Phillips said he is hopeful Phillips said.
hit, there isn't much they can
Called Hot." Dwyane married new mark to 17 strikeouts in a
"No one expects us to make nothing will get in the way of
Much of the Bisons' energy do to stop us," Watts said.
his high school sweetheart; I re- game.
the tournament but us," Watts the Bisons' settling into their on offense comes from simply
see TOURNEY page 2B
ally don't think Jenny and I have a
The Bisons are determined said. "None of us have made it groove,.
getting a good hit to start off,
future together. So maybe I'm not
exactly true D-Wade material ...
but I want to be.
You see, D-Wade is something special. He transcends the
NBA titles and the label of being
this generation's Michael Jordan.
D-Wade is using his newfound
celebrity status to do more than
take over basketball games and regetting more balance; we're getBRANDON HIGGINS
lease new shoe and clothing lines.
ting better play from every posistudent
reporter
In a world in which professional
tion,
and that's what it takes."
athletes are viewed as having no
The
Lady Bisons have also reThe
Lady
Bisons
tennis
team
responsibility, D-Wade strives to
lied
on
unity
to get them through
may
have
seen
its
season
come
to
make that fume marter.
conference
schedule.
the
tough
an
end
on
Saturday;
however,
afMuch less publicized are exElliott
said
they
are
very
much
ter
tying
a
school
record
with
21
amples of D-Wade living his life
one
entity.
wins,
the
Lady
Bisons
could
see
and using his status for a purpose.
"We really care about each
themselves make an appearance
ESPN columnist Scoop Jackother
a lot and everyone does
in
the
64-team
NCAA
tournason discovered little known ways
a
good
JOb of motivating other
ment.
that D-Wade hdps others such as
people
on
the team," sophomore
After
a
victory
over
nationally
holding a free week-long camp in
Alicia
Williams
said. "Everyone
ranked
West
Alabama,
the
Lady
the inner city of Chicago where
matters."
1
Bisons
fell
to
the
fourth-ranked
he grew up, throwing a Christmas
Sophomore Amanda Nowlin
Lady Blazers of Valdosta State in
party for 250 kids in Florida and
echoed
Williams' comments.
the
semifinals
of
the
Gulf
South
donating shoes and clothes to sol"I
believe
this team has been
Conference
Tournament.
diers in Iraq and Katrina victims.
effective
because
of our love for
According
to
head
coach
He even took the time while ineach
other,"
Nowlin
said. "We
David
Elliott,
an
appearance
in
jured earlier this season to watch
enjoy
spending
time
together
the
semifinals
of
the
Gulf
South
his Heat play on 1V with kids
goofing
off
but
also
being
seriConference
tournament
is
no
from Miami Children's Hospital.
ous.
"
small
task
because
the
conferBehold a 25-year-old NBA
Nowlin said the girls are dose
ence boasts some of the nation's
superstar who is using his success
because
they realize that they are
top
teams.
as an avenue to change his world.
not
only
teammates, but they
"We
have
the
best
right
here
"I believe God has put me here to
are
also
sisters
in Christ who can
in
our
conference,"
Elliott
said.
do that, to make a difference in
represent
God
on the court.
"West
Florida
and
Valdosta
State
other people's lives." So I'm OK
"We
also
pray
together beare
top
five
teams
nationally
ancF
with being called D-Wade. I'm a
fore
every
match,"
Nowlin
said.
are
just
among
the
elite
teams."
believer in his uncanny ability to
"Our
prayers
are
continually
for
To
combat
these
top-tier
take over a basketball game, and,
our
attitudes
and
how
we
can
teams,
the
Lady
Bisons
have
more importantly, a believer in
relied on balance up and down glorify God through our actions
how he lives his life for something
- this is really powerful. As we
their
lineup.
bigger than himsel£
"You're only as good as your work hard, we play for someweakest link," Elliott said. ''At thing greater: the team, Harding
DANIEL WADE serves as the sports
CRAIG RAINBOLT!The Bison the beginning of the year, our and our Creator."
editor for the 2006-2007 Bison. He
strength seemed to be at the top
Junior Karina Gomes serves the ball during a match against Arkansas-Fort Smith on April 4. The Lady Bisons look to
may be contacted at wwade@hardsee TENNIS page 2B
[of the lineup] and now we're
ing .edu
continue their season in the NCAA Division II playoffs.
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Bisons Ttnned. Twisters
CARSON FANT
student reporter

It is well-known around Searcy
that former HardingAll-Arnerican
Torrance "Tank" Daniels plays
for the Philadelphia Eagles. Unfortunately, what is lesser known
is that sorrie former Bisons are
playing professional football less
than an hour away.
Four former Harding University athletes are currently
part of the Arkansas Twisters
organization ofthe Arena Football II League. Jimi Holden, an
All-GSC performer in 2000,
is the veteran of the bunch,
helping Travis DeSisso, Scott
Dutile and Tobias Brown get
used to the indoor game.
"I try to coach these guys up
because it's their first year playing
arena ball," Holden said.
The Twisters have several
new faces this season, so having
former teammates on the team
helps, Holden said.
"We have only maybe six
returning players from last
year, so it's good for me to see
familiar faces," Holden said.
"That's definitely a plus. We

THE BISON

Athlete Of The Weel'

help each other out."
For those unfamiliar to
Arena Football, it's similar to
regular football but compressed
into a hockey-rink-sized field.
The proximiry of the fans to
the action provides for what
Holden calls a "fan-friendly
game." Often footballs land
in the seats, giving a lucky fan
a souvenir. Fans can also get
up-close views of hard hits into
the walls that also function as
boundaries. The smaller field
does not mean less intensity.
"The indoor game is a
lot smaller and a lot faster,"
Holden said. "{3eing a safety
[at Harding] I played in space
all the time. When I got in
arena football, they moved me
to linebacker, and everythiqg
was so close."
The Twisters have their
first home game of the season
April 28 against Corpus Christi.
The Twisters, who recenclywon
two games in six days in Texas,
will play eight home games
during the regular season. The
action is fast, the ·tickets are
reasonably priced and Harding
fans can root for their own.

Devin Watts
• 6'2" Senior first
baseman from
Tahlequah, Okla.
• Harding named
grandstands after the
Watts Family
• Watts ~d Darby are
1st Bison teammates to
each record 50+ RBis

Rise And Fall Of Harding Softball
AMANDA PRUITI
assistant editor

Courtesy of Sports Information

A Lady Bison softball player slides safely into home against Arkansas Tech.

few trophies and a
drawer of files is all
hat remains of several sports at Harding which
cease to exist and have been
largely forgotten.
The bowling team, winners of several NAIA national
championships, is as lost to
history as the old bowling
alley in the student center.
The same can be said for the
Water Buffaloes, Harding's
swimming team that competed in the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference for
nearly 20 years.
Among the other sports
that enjoyed a short existence
was women's slow-pitch softball, which competed from
1981 -85. While Harding
boasted a coed gymnastics
team in the 1970s, softball
was the first all-female sport.
More than 50 women ini-

TOURNEY: Tournament Is Building Block For Team
CONTINUED from page 1b
An invitation to the GSC
tournament would be huge
for the Bisons and would be
a big step toward building
a quality baseball program,
Saul said.
"Harding h asn't been
respected in the GSC for
years," Saul said. "This is our
chance to prove them wrong;
it's what we have played all
year for."
Claiming the fourth spot
means the team will have accomplished a goal they set
at the beginning of the year,
Phillips said.
"It says that we did what
ever it took to get the
job done," Phillips said.
"Our team really cam e
together this season and believed in each other; that's

wh at got us here."
The Bisons h ave fallen behind early or struggled late in
games this season but have
never given up, Watts said.
Regardless of the scoreboard,
this is a team that plays hard
every play and believes they
are going to win right up until the last out.
"Everyone is so close; our
chemistry is great," Watts said.
"Everyone believes in each
other and it's never the same
guy getting the winnin,g hit or
making the great play - it is
always someone different."
A successful team is one
where everyone knows his
role and no one is more important than anyone else,
Saul said .
"This team is good enough
to compete with anyone in

tially tried out for the inaugural squad under head coach
Ted Altman, and the team was
eventually narrowed down to
a final 20 members after a
month of practices. The team
opened with a doubleheader
against Southern Arkansas
and Arkansas-Monticello on
April 5, 1981.
The softball team, nicknamed the Bisonettes, played
a majority of its games away,
but practice and home games
took place at Berryhill Park.
The program was run under a
tight budget with the players
often having to pay for shoes
and other expenses.
·
Dr. Jessica Moore, now the
women's intramural director,
was a graduate student in
1981 and played on the first
softball team. Moore said the
intercollegiate team experience helped her and other
women majoring in physical
education once they began
their careers.

"As a girl and being a P.E.
major, we never had the advantages the guys did," Moore
said. "Guys could be graduate assistants or team managers. Playing on the team gave
me a leg up; professionally, it
helped a lot."
Harding won its first AIC
Title in 1984 largely bec2 use
Arkansas Tech was the c nly
other school competing in
the conference that year.
With the success came the
swift end of softball as the
sport's interest declined in
the AIC.
Though three other schools
vowed to field teams in 1985,
Harding was the only school
that pieced together a soft'>all
team for what Altman ca led
an "unusual" season. Without any conference competition, Harding played a limited schedule that included a
victory against Arkansas State
University.
Not so surprisingly, Har-

ding claimed the 1985 AIC
title outright and the entire
starting lineup was named to
the All-Conference squad.
When it became apparent
the other schools in the AIC
were not cooperating with
softball, Harding's program
was dissolved and the Bisonettes retired to the history
books.
A · brief era of sports history at Harding had ended,
but the softball team led the
way for women's sports. By
the time the softball team
disbanded, women athletes
could represent Harding in
basketball and volleyball, two
sports added in 1983.
Years have changed the
conference landscape, however. The former AIC schools
began
adding
fast--pitch
softball teams; Harding and
Montevallo are now the only
schools in the Gulf South
Conference without a softball program.

Safe At Home

the country," Saul said. "I
believe it is because everyone
knows his function on the
team."
Sweeping Arkansas Tech
and making the playoffs
would be a big building
block for the team next year,
Watts said. For Harding, it
will hopefully make people
realize that the baseball team
is something to be proud of.
"I couldn't think of a better way to end my career,"
Watts said. "I care about this
team so much and I couldn't
ask for a better way to end
my time with them ."
The
H arding-Arkansas
Tech series begins Saturday at
2 p.m. in Russellville, Ark.
"We have to sweep, we
need to play hard and the
tourney is ours," Saul said .

TENNIS: Lady Bisons Hope ForTourney Bid
CONTINUED from page 1b

Not only has this team
been successful this year,
but it has laid the fo undation for success for years
to com e. Though the Lady
Bisons will lose two seniors,
Milena C hisaca and Deqise
Pascuzzi, they have several
p layers that will be returning next year to build on
previous success.

C urrently, the Lad y Bisons are awaiting the announcement of the bracket
for the upcoming NCAA
Division II tournament.
The Lady Bisons are hopin g
to receive an at-large bid for
the chan ce to play fo r a national tide.
Coach Elliott said h e
is opt1m1st1c abo ut his
team's ch an ces of advancing

through the tournament,
even if it is considered the
underdog.
"If all six positions are better than your six, the odds are
stacked against you," Elliott
said. "But one of the exciting
things about it is that every
now and then, you'll have
someone rise up and play at
a level they've never been before and pull off a big win."
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CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bis)n
Junior Zach Fisher slides home under UAM's Kyle Thaxton April 21. The Bisons won the series 2-1. ·

Student Discount
One-Topping Pizzas
Medium $5 Large $6.15

268-9000
Carryout or Delivery
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.
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A&E Uses Series To 'Intervene' With Addicts
In its third season, the
intense series is becoming a staple on the network
known for some of
the most compelling programming
on television.
According co
the description
on the Web site,
"'Intervention'
is a powerful and gripping
television series in which
people confront their darkest demons and seek a route
to redemption."
The series focuses on
people who are dependent
on drugs, alcohol or other
negative behaviors and 'compulsions - and have allowed these dependencies to
rip them from their friends
and family.

J CLIFF GANUS
student reporter

0

ver the years
television has
presented several
series that, frankly, make us cry. "Extreme
Makeover: H ome Edition,"
"Grey's Anatomy:" shows
that take the things we find
compelling and moving
and put them in our living
room.
A theme that always
_ seems to be effective is one
1 of hope and redemption.
These ideas appeal to people
universally as something we
1 all crave, possibly something we all n eed .
Perhaps this is why "Intervention" is such a compelling series on A&E.

Brain Food

The people highlighted
in the series believe they are
being filmed for a docu-

mentary about addiction.
Each episode follows one or
two people as they perform
daily tasks and try to live
their normal lives. However, normal for them is not
healthy and often not functional.
At the end of every
episode, an intervention is
staged by the friends and
familr, guided by a professiona intervention special-

ist. After that, depending on
what path the participant
chooses, he or she either

goes to a treatment facility
to try and get help or risks
losing all contact with their
friends and family. Most of
the stories are then followed
up several months later.
The show is riveting and
compelling. As an audience member, I am completely caught up in every
story. Rooting for the addict
to break free from a cyclical life of drugs or alcohol,

spending an hour every Friday nigllt completely emotionally vested in the life of
someone I do not
know.
What is it about
this series that
draws us so closely
to the people involved? Whether it
is the addict or the
family trying to get the addict help, we can all relate
in some way or another. Do
we feel helpless, alone, like
we are relying on something
to keep us going that really
isn't a reliable source of motivation? It doesn't have to
be drugs; it can be anything
we use to fill a void we have
in our lives.
This series shows us the
light at the end of the tun-

nel. We are guided through
the darkness and offered a
promise of hope.
Yes, the television show
is a play on our emotions.
We likely continue to watch
because we are emotionally needy and feel a release
every time we get to watch
someone else suffer through
the things we have to deal
with ourselves.
In the end, this show is a
great way to find hope. Not
just because at the end of
every episode we are given
support lines and Web sites
in case we also need help, or
know someone who does,
but because we see a person
in need find exactly what it
is he or she was looking for
... whether he or she knew
it or not.
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Difficulty ~ ~

Cryptique
JONATHAN LINDSAYffhe Bison

"LYWKW FP JBLYFJX DFEW

.KWLGKJFJX LB H CDHMW
LYHL KWOHFJP GJMYHJXWI LB QFJI LYW RHSP FJ
RYFMY SBG SBGKPWDQ
YHUW HDLWKWI''
B equals 0
Difficulty ~~~

Answers on 4b
•

Sophomores Drew Cottingim, Adam Yeager and Justin Kirk sing "I Will Survive" Wednesday in the student center durng karaoke.
Part of the event served as a send-off for Brian Bush, assistant dean of students, and his family, who will be moving to Oklahoma .

Oberst Releases 'Bright' Album
KRYSTLE BOISE
student reporter

T

he tide "boy genius" can be a blessing and a curse, and
that's something
27-year-old front man of the
indie rock group Bright Eyes
will tell you.
Conor Oberst has been
barinp such a title since the
rock n' roll prodigy emerged
from Omaha, Neb., at age
13 and was quickly referred
to as the latest "new Bob
Dylan." So perhaps it was intentional self-sabotage when
Oberst released two Hawed
albums simultaneously Jan.
25, 2005. If 'Tm Wide
Awake, it's Morning" and
"Digital Ashes in a Digital
Urn proved anything, it was
that only a handful of musicians are so brilliant that
they can release even a single
record without filler, let
alone two at the same time.
Oberst may not be a
genius or even a boy any
Ionger, but he is as talented.
And it certainly isn't his fault
that making protest music
means being expected to fill

big shoes. Freed from unrealistic expectations, Bright
Eyes' newest release "Cassadaga," released April 24
on Saddle Creek Records,
shows Oberst and his band's
strengths and faults in a
pleasing way.
Named for a Florida
town known for attracting psychics the way Chuck
E. Cheese attracts children,
"Cassadaga" isn't exactly
reminiscent of what Bright
Eyes has added to the music shelves thus far. The new
record is stuffed with 13
songs - 62 minutes with
a guest list a mile long and
jam-packed with background
cacophony, from a psychic
reading in "Clairaudiencs
(Kill or be Killed)" to inaudible mumbling in "Middleman." Every spare second
in the album Ftas been filled
with strings and percussion.
It's almost as if Oberst
had to get everything out
of his system, right down
to the cryptic messages on
the album cover. A special
spectral decoder card is provided with the album, and
it reveals hidden images in

the artwork, like a Russian
phrase on the back of the
case that translates to lyrics on the disc's first track.
Despite the trickery, given
enough time to absorb it,
"Cassadaga'' will win you
over with its courageousness.
The lyrics, as always with
Oberst, tackle the madness,
frustrations and shortcomings that devour the world
ana the individual. He has
become an expert at eloquent opposition to com£lacency (find the proof in ' I
Must Belong Somewhere"),
and there is a slight sense of
humor alongside his intense,
·
passionate anger.
One of my pet peeves is
an album that sounds exaccly
the same from the first to
last track, and having said
that, perhaps my favorite

feature about "Cassadaga" is
its variety. From the cheerful country sounds of "Four
Winds" and "I Must Belong
Somewhere" to the mournful "Cleanse Song''. and the
easy-listening pop-punk of
"Make a Plan to Love Me,"
this is an album that demands enough hearings to
appreciate each song on its
own. Despite the blUrred
genre lines, producer and
longtime band member
Mike Mogis managed to
keep the album's progression relatively seamless, and
Nate Walcott, who joined in
2003, adds valuable support
on keyboards and string arranP,ements.
' Cassadaga" is one of
those records that reveals
itself slowly and is not for
those in favor of instant
gratification. The album is
dense enough to strike some
as pretentious, others as
complicated. I would suggest that the album is more
like a tree with branches that
cross one another while others grow wild from the base.
Eitner way, it shows that
Oberst has room to grow.
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Your dad will love getting a bill
from us because he will know
that we took good care of you.

(And you didn't have to worry about the money!)
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Taylor Swift

What
Of It?

Hollywood
Paints The
Town Green

N

othing is more
annoying than
celebrities who
chink chat because
they once played the role of
a politician they are automatically qualified to dabble
in a bit of actual politics. It
absolutely drives me insane
when stars appear on talk
shows to lobby for a candidate rather than promoting
their own movie or new album. I believe actors should
stick to acting and leave the
politics to those with the
Ciegree. At lease I thought I
believed that.
I was firm in my beliefs
without any intentions to
change just because some
heartthrob made me swoon
... please, I have more intelligence than that, and then I
heard one particular speech
that made me think again
concerning a very specific
cause. Unassuming, I flipped
on the television to Oprah
on an ordinary day to see the
rerun of Leonardo DiCaprio
speaking about global warming.
Right away, those two
words either cause your
blood pressure to rise with
annoyance or your heart
to race with anticipation
of what will become of the
world if we don't act now.
You may even be like me,
who didn't really know what
I thought so I chose to listen
attyway considehhg
was nothing else on TV at
that moment and, lee's face
it, Leo is nice to look at. An
hour later I wasn't convicted,
but I was definitely hooked.
Of course one celebrity's
views weren't about to sway
me completely, but I was at
least impressed that he did
his research and was so passionate about a cause rather
than a paycheck. DiCaprio's
determination of informing
the public on the affects of
energy consumption warmed
me to the idea of celebrities turned political advocates. I don t believe there is
a greater way of using one's
popularity than to better society and our environment.
DiCaprio is not the only one

there

l

I was firm In my beliefs
without any intentions to
change just because some
heartthrob made me swoon ...
please.
crusading the green way of
life. Robert Reaford, Ryan
Gosling, Will Ferrell, Kirsten
Dunst, Maroon 5, Harrison
Ford, Cameron Diaz, Pierce
Brosnan, Dave Matthews
Band, Edward Norton, Willie Nelson, $ting and several
others have made environmental-conscience efforts
whether it was joining forces
with a green organization,
donating money to research
or even buying a hybrid car.
The fantastic part is it's not
striCtly young Hollywood
going green, but celebrities
across i:he entire spectrum.
True, many celebrities have the resources to
completely transform their
homes and lifestyles to use as
little energy as humanly possible, but the beauty of their
support is that they encourage the average individual
to be aware of how much
energy each person uses and
how to make reductions that
are feasible within their own
budgets.
Just by unplugging appliances, carpooling or using
compact fluorescent light
bulbs can reduce the amount
of c.11ergy used. I could rattle
off facts about the effects of
energy consumption and
the negligence we've shown
to our environment, but I
think several Web sites and
television programs do that
to suffice.
The point of this is to realize we all have an impact.
For once it's nice to see stars
making i scene about something oecause they aren't being self-absorbed, but rather
expressin& actual concern
for others well being. They
know their voices are heard
and in tum let us know we
too have the same influence.
OK, so maybe we may not
be able to go out and buy a
new Lexus hybrid, but we
can flip off a switch.

JONATHAN LINDSAYffhe Bison
Country singer Taylor Swift belts out a note during her April 21 performance at the Benson Auditorium. The video for Swift's song 'Tim McGraw"
won Breakthrough Video of the Year at the 2007 GMT Awards.

A Witty Album From Across The Atlantic
ANDREA THORNTON
news editor

T

he first time I
heard Kaiser Chiefs
was in a Burger
King in Edinburgh,
Scotland. When "I Predict A
Riot" came on the radio, it
immediately ended whatever
conversation I was having.
I had found "my music,"
the music I never knew that
was waiting for m e like an
amorphous soul mate. This
spawned an incessant scouring of Virgin Records stores
ana various British music
magazines, which hasn't
entirely ended, a year and a
half later.
Fortunately, I just hap. pened to be in Britain
Ciuring an indie pop music Renaissance. Tons of
new bands showed up in
2004-2005 (most notably Franz Ferdinand, The
Libertines, Bloc Party and
Kaiser Chiefs) so naturally,
the market is now ripe for
sophomore albums.
And they are coming.

Second albums are almost this by ending in a chant of,
"We are the angry mob; we
inevitably disappointing.
It's a scary undertaking,
read the papers every day.
We like who we like; we
and very significant. Therehate who we hate, but we're
fore, most bands either get
too scared to try something
all so easily swayed ."
The album is also more
different or too scared of
doing the exact same thing.
reflective and, perhaps, perKaisers are unfazed. "Yours
sonal. For instance "Love's
Truly, Angry Mob" holds
Not A Competition (But
I'm Winning)" is, as the
true to their debut "Emtitle suggests, an investigaplo,r,ment."
tion ofmotives. But while
'Yours Truly, Angry
M ob" opens with "Ruby,"
one might expect it to be
a fairly typical pop song
an upbeat, playful song as
with a catchy ch orus and a
"Employment s" "Everyday I
Love You Less And Less," it
clever line or two about a
girl, which makes for a good · is actually slow and lamenttransition into the new reing, self-condemning.
cord. It's a safe start, and if
Guilt is actually a pervathe album were wholly made sive theme throughout the
up of such stuff, it would be record. Despite the claim in
"Heat D ies Down" that the
pretty disposable .
songwriter is "purpose guilt
H owever, the second
song "Angry Mob" estabto not feel guift," the songs
are laden with it. "Thank
lishes a different, slightly
You Very Much" is a song
darker cone. What is so lovable about Kaiser Chiefs is
about being a rock star,
their distinct cheekiness.
which is a subject I usuThey sing fun melodies unally find pathetic and lazy.
der smart, cynical lyrics with But rather than being about
antai?,onizing smiles. "Angry
money and publicity, etc.,
Mob ' part icwarly masters
the song is an apology for

getting bored.
Likewise, "Retirement" is
a curious little song listing
things the writer wished lie'd
invented, saying, then, after
having accomplished such
feats, he could look back
on his life with pride. The
implication is, of course,
chat he can't. He has nothing to be proud of, except
maybe two strong pop/rock
albums.
The album is arguably a
little too much like the first.
You could almost pair up
songs on "Yours Truly, Angry Mob" with counterparts
on "Empl ~ymen t." But they
are just Cliffrrent enough
that Kaiser Chiefs' reputation as a lasting, respectable band all hi nges on the
third album. If "Employment" was a straight Hush,
"Yours Truly, Angry Mob" is
a royal straight flush, but we
have yet to see if they can
lay a different card game.
hope they try their hands
at something else, but as it
happens, it's working for
them.
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